Eric LeMarque
Eric became trapped snowboarding on
Mammoth Mountain in the High Sierra
Mountain Range and survived
eight days in sub-freezing cold
temperatures fighting for his life. His
incredible story and world record survival
story of perseverance and guts is the
basis for the upcoming film “6 Below”
staring Josh Hartnett.

Author, Olympic Athlete,
Inspirational Speaker,
Amazing Survivor
“This is the most jaw-dropping story we’ve ever reviewed.” -The Washington Post
“One of the top 20 most amazing survival stories in history.” -People Magazine

In Depth…
On February 6th, 2004, Eric, an accomplished snowboarder, set off from the top of
12,000-foot Mammoth Mountain in California’s vast Sierra Nevada mountain range.
Wearing only a long sleeve shirt, a thin wool hat, the shells of his snowboarding pants
and a light-weight jacket and with only four pieces of gum for food, he soon found himself
chest-deep in snow and trapped in the wilderness. By nightfall he knew he was in a fight
for his life to get back to civilization. Eric survived eight-days in sub-freezing
temperatures, haunted by wolves, battling blizzards, hunger, altitude sickness, and
hypothermia. When finally taken off the mountain by a Black Hawk Helicopter initially
doing a body recovery and his body temperature at 86 degrees, he would earn the name,
‘The Miracle Man’ by stunned National Guard rescuers.
Eric’s journey was not complete when he was whisked off the mountain, as he ended up
losing both of his legs below the knees due to the complications of frostbite and had to
endure multiple surgeries. Never to be kept down … Eric, an overachiever and diehard
athlete was back on his snowboard just a year later at the top of Mammoth Mountain.
This former professional, Olympic and International ice hockey player has one of the
most famous, unrelenting and compelling survivor stories in history. Eric shared his story
in the book “Crystal Clear” and in his new book “6-Below” which serves as the basis for
feature length film of the same name. The incredible and heart wrenching story of
survival stars Josh Hartnett and Mira Sorvino. The film will be hitting the silver screen
and is slated to premiere on October 12th, 2017.
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